Good Afternoon Joe,

The leaders have approved the $5,000/unlimited hours contract. As the trust account from which you will be paid is at MB&F, Eric McLeod will be sending that to you this week. It will be great to have you on board.

Jim

James R. Troupis
Troupis Law Office LLC
jrtroupis@troupislawoffice.com
ph. 608-807-4096
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGED—LITIGATION PREPARATION

The problem here is that the group want 70%. This is classic overkill. I am already very worried about the 65%, and now we have groups wanting 70%.
Can we see what that would look like? I assume it makes the second assembly district not much better than 50-55%.

Jim

James R. Troupis
Troupis Law Office LLC
jrtroupis@troupislawoffice.com
ph. 608-807-4096
This email and any attachments thereto may contain private, confidential and privileged material for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any review, copying, or distribution of this email (or any attachments thereto) by others is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and permanently delete the original and any copies of this email and any attachments thereto.

Team,

Please take a look at the attached press release from Voces de la Frontera regarding Milwaukee's aldermanic districts. They are lobbying for a third Hispanic aldermanic district and increasing the Hispanic voting age population in the already-proposed Hispanic districts. In a 15 seat city plan the ideal population for an aldermanic district is 39,656, compared to 57,444 per assembly district.

http://wispolitics.com/printerfriendly.iml?Article=238565

Any thoughts on how this could tie into our current thought process regarding the south side?

Adam
Interesting comments in that the ‘process’ still dominates. Also, we now can be certain what they are saying which is a major plus.
Notice the absence of the 50% Senate district claim and the claim that we’ve left Latino’s out. Thus, the alternative of simply redrawing within the area remains a real possibility.

Jim

Troupis Law Office LLC
7609 Elmwood Ave
Suite 102
Middleton, WI 53562
608.807.4096
jtroupis@troupislawoffice.com
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Team,

Please take a look at the attached press release from Voces de la Frontera regarding Milwaukee's aldermanic districts. They are lobbying for a third Hispanic aldermanic district and increasing the Hispanic voting age population in the already-proposed Hispanic districts. In a 15 seat city plan the ideal population for an aldermanic district is 39,656, compared to 57,444 per assembly district.

http://wispolitics.com/printerfriendly.iml?Article=238565

Any thoughts on how this could tie into our current thought process regarding the south side?

Adam
Hi Eric,

Per the voicemail message that I left for you a few minutes ago, attached is the block assignment file for the WI congressional map. Please confirm with me that you have received the file when you are able. I can be contacted via this e-mail address or on my personal mobile phone at (608) 201-3600. Thank you for your assistance. -Andy

Andy Speth
Chief of Staff
Congressman Paul Ryan
Juan Carlos! Hola!

I received your e-mail and look forward to seeing you on Monday.

Ray Taffora

Raymond P. Taffora
Michael Best & Friedrich LLP
1 South Pinckney Street, Suite 700
Madison, WI 53703
(608) 257-3501
(608) 283-2244 (Direct)
rptaffora@michaelbest.com

Hola Ray:

Great talking with you today!
Looking forward to see you Monday at 8 am at the US Bank Building

Please let me know you got this email

Sincerely,

Juan Carlos
Hola Ray:

Great talking with you today!
Looking forward to see you Monday at 8 am at the US Bank Building

Please let me know you got this email

Sincerely,

Juan Carlos
Taffora, Raymond P (22244)

From: Juan Carlos Ruiz [juancarlosruiz4@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2011 5:54 AM
To: Taffora, Raymond P (22244)
Subject: RE: Today's meeting

We should cancel the meeting for sure

From: Taffora, Raymond P (22244) [mailto:rptaffora@michaelbest.com]
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2011 5:46 AM
To: 'juancarlosruiz4@gmail.com'
Subject: Re: Today's meeting

Is anyone else from your group coming or should we cancel the meeting?

From: Juan Carlos Ruiz [mailto:juancarlosruiz4@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2011 05:34 AM
To: Taffora, Raymond P (22244); Olivieri, Jose A (14967)
Subject: Today's meeting

Hola Ray:

Hope you had a great weekend. Today is Monday morning and I must share with you that I will not be able to participate of the meeting scheduled for 8 am. I'm sure there will be several opportunities that perhaps we can work together in the near future.

Sincerely,

Juan Carlos
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